POWERING DATADRIVEN SAFETY
Technology to transform workplace
safety, productivity and performance

YOUR COMPLETE
CLOUD-CONNECTED SOLUTION
There are lots of reasons to invest in connected safety technology
to protect your people—from real-time visibility to faster and better
emergency response to data-backed insights to optimize your
operations. But why invest in Blackline Safety?
With over 100,000 device users in nearly 70 countries, our trusted
cloud-connected safety solutions are proven by some of the world’s
leading global brands to protect their most at-risk workers, improve
HSE practices and drive a more robust ESG profile.
Our connected safety hardware, software and services can meet
you where you are today and scale as needed, providing you with
technology that does what you need—now and in the future—
without limitation. We help you optimize and grow your operations,
while keeping your people safe and connected.

CONNECTED
WEARABLES
24/7 LIVE
MONITORING
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CONNECTED
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SOFTWARE
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From Shell, FedEx and Ford
to GE, Coca Cola and Amazon,
our technology is used across
more than a dozen industries
to protect their most valuable
asset—their people.

REAL-TIME VISIBILITY, REAL-TIME SAFETY
Real-time awareness of your people and places empowers a more informed response should the worst
occur. G7 wearables and G7 EXO portable area monitors, with unmatched connectivity and accurate
location technology, deliver ultimate visibility across your worksites. And when paired with 24/7
monitoring and
real-time alerts, they power high performance emergency response and evacuation management to
ensure no worker is left behind.
Our Blackline Live portal and Blackline Analytics software bring it all together by providing the real-time
information you need to save lives now all while building a stronger safety program for tomorrow.

CONNECTED SAFETY
SOLUTIONS
G7 PERSONAL SAFETY WEARABLES
Integrated 4G cellular connectivity, with optional
satellite for remote locations
Connected out of the box, no Wi-Fi or Bluetooth required
Configurable to address diverse safety needs—from lone
worker to gas detection scenarios
Four cartridge options, including diffusion and pump,
with over 20 sensors tailor gas detection to your needs
Patented SOS latch lets your people call for help from
wherever they are
Automated no motion, fall detection and missed checkin capabilities trigger an alert, even if the worker can’t
Two-way voice communication so first responders can
connect directly with workers during an emergency

G7 EXO PORTABLE AREA GAS MONITOR
Integrated 4G cellular connectivity, with optional
satellite module for remote locations
Drop and go deployment with instant cloudconnectivity, no networking required

BLACKLINE LIVE
Your custom web portal allows you to manage your
entire fleet and monitor your facility and workforce’s
wellbeing, helping you quickly view the safety status of
any team member or worksite, in real-time.
Configures, monitors and manages your connected
safety solutions—easily and systematically
Eliminates the need to manually compile and collect
data, it does the work for you

100+ day battery life for unmatched reliability

BLACKLINE ANALYTICS

Over 20 gas sensors tailor gas detection to your needs

The industry’s most comprehensive reporting platform
delivers deep insights into your safety program.

Optional four-channel pump module samples up to four
confined spaces or remote locations sequentially
Built for extremes to perform in any condition

Includes 13 essential reports to help you understand
usage, manage compliance and investigate incidents
Facilitates live compliance visibility and reporting
Provides optional custom reporting on virtually any
metric based on your specific operational needs

INDUSTRY-LEADING CORE CAPABILITIES
With connected safety technology there’s so much to think about. Ease-of-use and set-up. Monitoring
and reporting capabilities. Security and privacy. And much more. Blackline Safety’s complete connected
safety solutions have all the tools you need—all in one place—to integrate seamlessly into your existing
system and grow a data-driven safety program that sets you up for long-term success.
ROUND THE CLOCK LIVE MONITORING
We help you take safety to the next level with optional professional 24/7 live
monitoring through our in-house, five diamond certified Safety Operations Center
or global Alarm Receiving Center partners. Agents expertly manage emergency
alerts in real-time and gather critical insights for an informed response.
Alerts received in Blackline Live in under two seconds
Alerts responded to by the SOC in fewer than 60 seconds
Capable of sending mass notifications to streamline evacuation management

EASY IMPLEMENTATION

HASSLE-FREE AUTOMATION

No additional infrastructure,
IT or installation required to
deploy

Eliminate the need to manually
compile and collect data from
devices in the field

Streamlined administrative
set-up—configure thousands of
devices under one admin profile

Perform firmware upgrades
over-the-air

Limited training with intuitive
hardware and software

RIGOROUS SECURITY &
PRIVACY
SOC-2 and GDPR certified
Single sign-on and multi-factor
authentication enabled
Tools to detect, identify, report,
notify you and resolve security
incidents in a
timely manner

Our industry-leading approach to security, compliance and controls meets
the standards of world-leading global companies.

PASSIONATE ABOUT YOUR SUCCESS
Blackline Safety offers complete, dedicated support—for you and your people—from day one. Our passion and dedication
to our customers is why we have a retention rate of 100+% and customers who have continued to choose us for over a
decade.
By partnering with us you get:

Ongoing best practices, insights
and support to help optimize
your safety program

A company committed to net-zero emissions by 2023,
contributing to the net-zero goals of our customers,
investors and our society

Access to the Blackline Support
Center for tools, resources
and how-to-guides for all our
products and services

A dedicated Client Success team

Blackline Safety is a global connected safety leader
that helps to ensure every worker gets their job done and returns home safely each
day. Blackline provides wearable safety technology, personal and area gas monitoring,
cloud-connected software and data analytics to meet demanding safety challenges
and increase productivity of organizations with coverage in more than 100 countries.
Blackline Safety wearables provide a lifeline to tens of thousands of men and women,
having reported over 165 billion data-points and initiated over five million emergency
responses. Armed with cellular and satellite connectivity, we ensure that help is
never too far away.
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